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CERTIFICATE 
 
EXCELLENT STORAGE JAR WITH EAGLES AND BUFFALO 
INDUS VALLEY, MEHRGARH CULTURE (3rd / 2nd millennium BC) 
 
MATERIAL AND TECHNIQUE: large terracotta vase with polychrome decoration 
representing two flying birds facing each other and a buffalo surrounded by geometric 
motifs. Ovoid belly, with domed upper flared rim, a high flat shoulder and a short, not very 
wide neck with a curved lip.  The lip is painted brown as well as the fillets that separate the 
planes of colors. On the shoulder, there is an approximately 4-centimeter high circular band 
composed of zig-zag geometric motifs in tones of beige, red and green. On the belly are two 
animal motifs framed by two registers composed of geometric figures. One represents a blue 
and red-striped buffalo with circular motifs around it. In the other frame, face to face are 
two birds with spread wings, presented in profile with four lines on the head and a large 
centered circle as an eye. The wings' feathers are stylized and in the form of scales.  
ORIGIN: the Mehrgarh civilization was situated in Pakistan near the Bolan Pass to the west 
of the Indus between the Balochistan mountains and the Indus Valley, and its ancient origins 
date back to 7000 BC. Remains have been found at that site that confirm the presence of a 
pastoral then a settled civilization and the presences of various craftspeople. From 1800 BC 
on, following climatic perturbations the site seems to have been abandoned in favor of the 
site of Naushuro and the development of the Vedic culture in northern India. The 6 Th-7 Th 
periods concerned here are marked by sophisticated ceramics, architectural development 
and considerable use of stone tools. 
DIMENSIONS: 22cm high (8,66”) - 26cm wide (10,23”)  
                            10cm  (3,93”) diameter at the neck 
THERMOLUMINESCENCE TEST by the QED Laboratory  numb. QED1546/FI-0110 
confirms the dating. Date of the last firing: around 2600 BC. 
CULTURAL PASSPORT: supplied with an export licence issued by the French Ministry 
of Culture  number  189817, allowing this piece to travel worldwide. 
PROVENANCE: From an important London collection of bronze age pottery formed 
1970s-1980 

     BIBLIOGRAPHY: Satyawadi, S. Proto-Historic Pottery of Indus Valley Civilisation: Study  
     of Painted Motifs, Perspectives in Indian Art and Archaeology vol.2, New Delhi, 1994. 
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